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N.B.: The present compilation contains information of mainly scholars who were not included in Aethiopica 3 and 5 (=Aet3 / Aet5) and some who since then changed their addresses and/or projects. In the case of the latter, only the change is indicated; for the rest a cross reference is made with “cf Aet3” in brackets at the end of the entry.

The entries are arranged in alphabetical order. Those of Ethiopian or Eritrean origin are placed under their first names in accordance with their own culture. Each unit within an entry is marked off by a semi-colon. In addition, each unit (except for the first one in each entry) is preceded by keywords represented by an acronym followed by a colon.

The following abbreviations appear wherever relevant:

aff: affiliation, affiliated to, etc.
cdc: currently doctoral candidate
eml: e-mail
fld: field of specialization
fr: focus/focoi of research
fx: fax
rp: research project(s)
tl: telephone
tlfx: telefax

**Abdulkader Saleh Mohammad**, Dr., University of Asmara, Dept. Sociology & Social Work, P.O. Box 1220, Asmara, Eritrea; tl: (1) 161926/235, fx: (1) 162236, eml: abdul@asmara.uoa.edu.ernet/abdoita@yahoo.com; aff: University of Asmara; fld: plural sociology – language and ethnicity – sociology of development – social change – political sociology; fr: pastoral communities in the Horn of Africa – fishery communities at the Red Sea coast – language, ethnicity and identity issues; rp: impact of the Ethio-
Eritrean border war on border populations – “peace zones” in Eritrea and Tigray under challenge [2003–2006].

**Freweyni Habtemarian** (Dipl.Germanist/Anglicist), Osnabrücker Straße 22, 10589 Berlin, Germany; tl: (30) 3450–3151, eml: freweynih@hotmail.com; aff: Seminar für Semitistik und Arabistik – Fachrichtung Semitistik, Freie Universität Berlin; fld: Tigriñña literature; fr: Tigriñña novels; rp: the writings of Yisehaq Yosef [2002–...].

**Girma Fisseha**, Staatliches Museum für Völkerkunde, Maximilianstr. 42, 80538 Munich, Germany; tl: (89) 210136–143, fx: (89) 210136–147, eml: girma.fissebaextern.rrz-muenchen.de; fld: custodianship of the Ethiopian section of the museum; rp: preparation of the exhibition of the works of Gebre Kristos Desta on the centennial occasion on the Ethio-German relations [...–2005].

**Habtemichael Kidane**, eml: habyoel@yahoo.com (Aet5, 192).

**Hirt**, Dr. Nicole, Blankenburger Weg 5, 22459 Hamburg, Germany; tl: (40) 55540209, eml: nicolehi2001@yahoo.de; [or] P.O. Box 8785, Asmara, Eritrea; aff: University of Asmara/Eritrea and Institut für Afrika-Kunde, Hamburg; fld: developmental and Horn of Africa studies; fr: conflict resolution and peace consolidation in the Horn, esp. Eritrea – development strategy of Eritrea; rp: impact of the Ethio-Eritrean border war on border populations – “peace zones” in Eritrea and Tigray under challenge [2003–2006].


**Muth**, Privatdozent Dr. Franz-Christoph, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, Seminar für Orientkunde, Jakob-Welder-Weg 20, 55099 Mainz, Germany; tl: (6131) 392–4185, tlfx: (6131) 392–4380, eml: fcmuth@mail.uni-mainz.de; aff: Seminar für Orientkunde, Mainz; fld: Islamic culture – Islam in Ethiopia – medieval history of Ethiopia, esp. 13th–16th century – medieval Muslim history (Horn of Africa); rp: edition of Arabic texts on Ethiopia, e.g. al-Maqrízí, Ilmám.

**Ullendorff**, Prof. Dr. Dr. Edward (Emeritus), F.B.A., 4 Bladon Close, Oxford OX2 8AD, UK; tl: (1865) 552845; aff: SOAS, London University; fld: Semitic languages and Ethiopian studies; fr: as above; rp: various within the above fields.